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plus printouts of state.
Particularly easy proof.
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“Yes, you do! Simply run the
simulation on the same input and
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Simulation can use extra input
that makes simulation much
faster than original algorithm.
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• Algorithm input: f (x).
• Algorithm output: x.
• Simulation input: x.
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Often see x inside proofs
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2014.04 Chou → Ambainis:
Simulation shows error in
proof of 2003 Ambainis
distinctness algorithm.

Typical proof has formula
(x; i) 7→ (si ; ti ).
Formula is proven inductively.
Simulation is more flexible.
Given x,
for each i,
simulation computes (si ; ti ).
Doesn’t need unified formula
that works for all x; i.
Proof can work “locally”.

Ambainis: Yes, thanks, will fix.
2014.04 Chou → Childs:
Simulation shows that 2003
Childs–Eisenberg distinctness
algorithm is non-functional;
need to take half angle.
Childs: Yes. Typo, already
fixed in 2005 journal version.

